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President’s Column
Delta Teachers are Resigning from their Positions at an
Unprecedented Rate
Since January 1 of this year 31 Delta teachers have retired
and since May 1, close to 50 teachers have resigned from
their positions in Delta or given notice of their intention to
do so within the next 30 days. Some of these resignations
have been part-time teachers, including teachers teaching
on-call who have been successful in receiving offers of employment in Lower Mainland districts or elsewhere. Others
have been Delta teachers who were either laid-off or who
were declared partially or fully surplus to the needs of
their school in last year’s staffing process. Still others are
longer-term Delta teachers who have applied and been
offered full-time contracts in districts closer to their
homes. Meanwhile in Delta, posted vacancies have been
taking longer to fill, which is putting additional pressure on
the district’s teacher teaching on call list, as TTOCs are assigned to jobs for reported absences other than the illness
or disability of the incumbent.
Delta teachers who may be thinking about a mid-term resignation should look at Article C.1: RESIGNATION on page
45 of the Provincial Collective Agreement which specifies
30 days’ prior written notice of resignation be given. While
shorter notice of resignation may be given, it requires the
agreement of the employer.
This sudden increase in teacher resignations is not limited
to Delta. Other Districts have also experienced higher than
usual resignations of teachers, and are facing the challenges of filling existing vacancies. Some teachers have been
hired to Delta from elsewhere in BC and beyond. Nevertheless the combined effect of mid-term resignations and
retirements is especially evident right now.
This new situation did not come out of nowhere. For 15
years, successive governments of British Columbia successfully, but illegally supressed the educational system’s ability to respond to increasing need for educational services,
programs and people. This was done by reducing the numbers and costs of teachers, by closing schools and not
building others, and by slowing the rate of identification
and response to need. For the past decade and a half, it
has taken longer for new teachers entering the system to
find stable, full-time employment, and there have been
fewer opportunities for new and experienced teachers to
explore and to take up new educational opportunities.
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Now, as more new teaching jobs are
being posted across British Columbia,
school districts are having to cope
with staffing challenges.
Now, with a government that appears
to be serious about making education a priority, it won’t
be enough just to dedicate more money to the system; it
will be just as important to rebuild trust and confidence
among all of the people working in the system.
In public education, as much as it has been money that has
mattered over the past 15 years, it is still student learning
that is our most important product.
The educational community needs to acknowledge that
when schools are deprived of funding, relationships become strained and harm is done. When time, resources
and staffing are denied to the system, quality teaching,
learning and opportunities for students are lost forever.
When assessment and identification of special challenges
to student learning are delayed, or when educational assistants, specialist teachers and one-on-one support are not
provided, learners fail to thrive. Now is the time for all of
us to do everything that is possible to make sure student
learning needs are identified and met. In fact, now is the
only time we will ever have to make a difference.
Our success will be judged not only by careful stewardship
of our limited monetary resources – but by the positive
outcomes we achieve in the education lives of our students. In Delta, it is still learning that matters most.
Grievances bound for Arbitration
So far this year, the DTA and the District are headed toward arbitration on two outstanding grievances. Grievance
187, to be heard November 1st, is a dispute which arose
having to do with the so-called C.I.A. positions in the district. Grievance 196, to be heard on January 25, is a dispute about the rights of a teacher to have access to her full
measure of maternity/parental leave.
Class Size and Composition
Since our return from Summer holidays, teachers in every
school and work-site in the District have been keenly
aware of the changes to class size and composition that
are and will continue to be the main topic of discussion
through September and beyond. This is as it should be.
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Teachers will have seen the two DTA memos sent out earlier this week asking teachers, staff reps and school staff
committee members to pay close attention to the size and
composition of their classes, to discuss these in consultations with colleagues and principals, and to make recommendations to principals where appropriate, and to report
size and composition data to the DTA in a regular, timely
way.
The DTA will organize and tabulate this information as it
comes in, and rely on this information as the basis of our
discussions with the District at the first of our Joint Class
size and Composition meetings early next week.
Thank you so much for your continuing involvement and
support of the DTA and for keeping us up to date on the
situation in Delta Schools.

Committee Vacancies
Executive Committee
¾ Aboriginal Education
There are also vacancies on the following committees:
¾ Aboriginal Education
¾ Bargaining/Working & Learning Conditions
¾ Health & Safety
¾ Local Resolutions
¾ Professional Development
¾ Public Education Advocacy
¾ Social Justice
¾ Teacher-on-Call Advisory

World Teachers’ Day 2017
Teachers around the province and in
more than 100 countries celebrate
World Teachers’ Day on October 5.
World Teachers’ Day was proclaimed
by UNESCO in 1994 to raise awareness and understanding of the challenges facing teachers every day. It’s an opportunity to
thank and recognize teachers for all the work they do in
classrooms and communities every day of the year to help
learners of all ages.

Category 5+ (PB+15) Information
The provincial language term for Delta’s PB+15 salary category is Category 5+. As a result of TQS issuing Category
5+ status three times a year, the Board will now upgrade
teachers’ salary categories for this certification three
times a year - August 31, December 31 and April 30.
Once you receive your TQS card, forward a copy to the
Board immediately. Your pay will be retroactive to the
date the card was issued. For example, if your TQS card
arrives at the end of May and is dated May 6, you will be
paid retroactively to the beginning of May. Remember to
have a copy of your transcript sent to the Board for their
records.

Remembering our Colleagues
The DTA extends its deepest sympathies to the
family, friends, and colleagues of members who
recently passed away:

An election will be held to fill the positions at the
Staff Rep Meeting on September 25. Please call the DTA
office if you would like to let your name stand for any of
these positions.

DTA Calendar of Events
September/October 2017
¾
¾

¾
¾
¾

¾
¾
¾

September 19 - EC Meeting, 4:00, DTA
September 25 - Staff Rep Meeting, 4:00, Delta
Secondary Library
September 26 - PD Committee Meeting, 4:00, DTA
October 3 - PD Contacts Training, 8:30-3:00, DMEC
October 11 - Rookie Staff Rep Training, 9:00 - 3:00,
DTA Office
October 17 - PD Committee Meeting, 4:00, DTA
October 25 - Maternity Leave Workshop, 4:00, DTA
October 30 - Staff Rep Meeting, 4:00 pm, Delta
Secondary Library

¾
¾
¾

Bonita Anne Nygard - June 2017
Dan Frye - August 2017
Heather Johnson - September 2017

The DTA is sponsoring the following Teachers’ Pension
Plan Workshop:
Making the Most of your Pension - Are you mid-career?
Maximize your pension by understanding how the decisions you make throughout your career can affect your
pension when you retire.
Date:

Wednesday, November 1, 2017

Location:

DMEC - Multi-Purpose Room

Time:

4:00 - 6:00 pm

To register please contact Debbie at the DTA office
(debbie@deltateachers.org or 604-946-0391) by
October 18.

